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(The Bones-n-leasb of Wlndeby Bog Girl)
The collar is a double collar ofox-hide with red hair showing on the outside
The body was subjected to a
thorough examination but no trace was found of external vioknce which
might have caused the girl's death ~fore she ended her days in the marsh
mud. We must suppose that she was led naked out on to the bog with
bandaged eyes and the collar round her neck, and drowned in the linle peat
pit, which must have held 20 inches of water or more. To keep the young
body under, some birch branches and a big stone were laid upon her.•

and black on the inside next to the skin.

Empirical Muck
Inside next to the skin non flowering mosses remain active
(photosynthetic vegetative reproduction a church unto itself)
((mature most mechanically supported by their habit
of growing in dense, intermingled masses. Absorption

occurring directly into her body into the bog of her body))
Inside next to the skin peat moss's acidity is antiseptic
(it is used for packing seeping wounds in time of war)
((had the drowned girl merely slept in the Damendorf bog
only her skin -- not her bones or brain or blindfold
would have been preserved by brother bryophytes))

Inside next to the skin and ordained habit forced migration of hair
(her own far scalped-n-sewn to the tanned ox-hide)
((Goddess Nerthus knew how long it took a girl's hair to grow I 1/2"
bog girl's left side shaven that many days before her right
the red locks removed then perhaps bog girl herself
sang-n-stitched them to her sacrificial ox collar))

Inside next to the skin no evidence of strangulation was available
(other bog tethers testify to the Vikso goddess' double neck ring)
((nooses are replicas of such twisted neck rings -- the mark
of honor of consecratiOJt of fertility -- the ticket to cross over

Inside next to the skin no evidence remains of' the rituals' particulars
(what words would you say to your god as you harnessed her?)
((oh be joyful of be jubilant lamb of' mercy put my sorrow far away??))

We must suppose the little peat pit had no desire to keep her
(let us notice how humans initially used stone)
((o boulder bury her body in this bog))

We must suppose the little peat pit knows little of drowning.
(who among us would call the marsh mud harsh
for keeping her flesh fresh for us)
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We must suppose sanctioned pilgrims like ourselves inspected the blindfold's ~
(each woolen's dye colorfast for 2000 years while human hair sours)

We must suppose a savage pilgrim later wore her robes
(for after any holiday wind still chills living bone)

We must suppose We must suppose
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We must suppose what we learn from thorough examination
can become a double collar for us binding us

to the bog acids we intenupt and the stone we lift
and the body we hold forth as heir

We must suppose having ended her days in the marsh mud
we are the external violence we seek to trace

Lori Anderson

*from Glob, P.V. The Bog Peopk London: Padadin, 1971.
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